Editor's note: Kathleen Murphy is running unopposed in the race for Saint Mary's Student Body President. Voting will take place tomorrow from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. in Madeleva Hall and Saga Dining Hall. Observer reporter Mary O'Keefe spoke with Murphy about her plans for the coming year.

Kathy Murphy

Q: As a candidate for Student Body President, what are your primary goals for representing the needs of the students?

A: We would like to improve and develop several things that have been started by the previous administrations, particularly reorganizing the paratet system, improving small space, increasing student awareness of social and justice concerns, and improving communications between students, faculty, and administration.

We would like to increase student awareness and participation in services outside the community such as the University Community Exchange (UCE) and the Logos Center. We would also like to improve communications especially in the academic areas. We want to keep up and improve communications with faculty and administration to alleviate the distance distances often feel. In order to do so we will offer more student, faculty, and administration activities to unify the community.

Curriculum changes are currently being made; for example, there are plans to emphasize the study of everyday business management. We would like to let students know that faculty is planning to get their input and ideas and encourage this to do with student attitudes and getting students to be part of what is going on.

Business expert sees changing work role

By LAUREL-ANN DOOLEY
News Staff

Actual work experience is the key to the "up from the floor" trend in business management, according to a business leadership authority, Harold Livsey. Livsey in a lecture last night at the CCE. Part of the presentation is the changing role of business leadership at the CCE. Livsey, a renowned author and editor and editor of the "Entrepreneur" magazine, discussed this topic. The World Health Organization and the European Commission have found that there is a lack of qualified personnel with the knowledge of the professional world.

According to Livsey, Harvard and Stanford have begun to seek experienced professionals for their schools. The increasing need for such a program of actual work before an MBA is beginning to take hold.

Livsey also touched upon the present economic situation of the country, terming it a "decadent state of society." He made several suggestions regarding this condition including abolition of executive salaries. He offered "a leap forward" in economic and political action for change into the future.

He claimed that no use is made of creativity in the labor force and that the idea of workers lacking dignity must be resurrected. "We have been under the word for the labor relations in the United States stupid." He blazed the current playing of big business in a new formula, which was on waste-research and serious productivity initiatives, which are the key to the future.

He cites the belief that the success of Japanese business is responsible for the decline of the American economy in an excuse for failing to learn from previous national failures. "We only write about our failures, we do not seek our successes; we ignore our failures," he maintained. "Business is an old art with roots as deeply planted here as in Japan." He continued, "As a society we are deciding the tremendous of the nation.

Livsey does not however, foresee the future of American business as hopeless. "We have no reason in the long run to be pessimistic."
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Saint Mary's SBP candidate outlines goals

By BRUCE SULLI
News Staff

Editorial Note: The following is the first of a two-part series examining the use of infant formula in Third World nations. A debate concerning this issue will take place tomorrow at 7:30 in the Library Auditorium.

In the late 1960's, pediatricians from the Western World began publicizing "evidence" regarding the negative effects of infant formula use in the Third World. The controversy has grown into a complex situation since then.

On one side of the controversy are the manufacturers of infant formula in the Third World. The Nestle Company, the largest food processing company in the world and the largest manufacturer of infant formula in the Third World, is the most targeted of these companies. Nestle has been accused of using aggressive marketing practices to market its infant formula Lactogen. This formula is allegedly responsible for the death of millions of babies in Third World Countries.

INTERCEPT, the Infant Formula Action Coalition, is a nationwide organization of consumers, religious groups and other interest groups and has organized the boycott of all Nestle products. Through various means, INFACT has attempted to persuade corporations, most notably Nestle, to examine the ethical and moral implications of their marketing practices in the Third World.

INTERCEPT has also used a boycott against Nestle as a means of bringing about change. The boycott, initiated in 1977, has grown to such proportions that it is the largest non-sanctioned boycott in United States history. Among the organizations which endorse the boycott are the United Auto Workers, OXFAM America, the National Council of Churches, the American Federation of Teachers, and the American Public Health Association.

Nestle's involvement in infant formulas began in 1867 when Swiss chemist Henri Nestle developed and marketed a milk-based product, which he used to nourish a premature infant who would die but had not been given the formula. Although Nestle does not produce or market infant formulas in the U.S., their infant formula products are used in many other countries and by organizations like the United States and UNICEF.

The World Health Organization and the European Economic Community, however, have raised a number of objections to the use of infant formulas in Third World Countries. Inadequate levels of hygiene can make the formula and increase the risk of infections. The bottle itself becomes an inoculator for the microorganisms in the water. The combination of contaminated water and formula makes bottle-fed infants more prone to infection.

Many mothers cannot read the instructions printed on the formula's package, and as a result, the formula is often improperly made and can result in death due to dehydration.

According to a study of bottle-fed babies in Peru published in the Journal of Clinical Nutrition, April 1979, malnutrition was 4.5 times higher than average among these infants. The 1979 bulletin of the World Health Organization reported that the mortality rate of bottle-fed infants in Chile was three times higher than the average. UNICEF and the American Academy of Pediatrics in House Joint Resolution 284 emphasized that the use of infant formula accounts for at least one million deaths per year. Many mothers agreed that the figure is higher.

Another problem with infant formulas is that they lack the antibodies which are contained in breast milk and are crucial in protecting the infant against disease in the early part of life. Breastfeeding also plays an important role in establishing a bond between mother and child. Breastfeeding also helps prevent obesity, helping in...
News Briefs

By The Observer and The Associated Press

Pope John Paul II declared yesterday that human rights must be respected in his Polish homeland and chastized major powers that worry more about inflation and arms than poverty in the Third World. In remarks to Polish Ambassador Zbigniew Jawor and 200 other Poles gathered on the lawn of the Vatican embassy in Ljubljana, the pontiff repeatedly stressed that “the rights of individuals and nations must be respected.” The pope took a break yesterday from the series of open air masses and gatherings to corrects that marked his first four days in Africa. “In Rome and outside Rome, I have intensely lived through the particularly difficult events which have affected my country, in particular the most recent ones,” he said, referring to the Dec. 13 martial law crackdown in Poland. “I have said this to state authorities in Poland, as well as to the leaders of other countries—that the rights of nations must be respected. This is a heritage of many years. We did not learn this from the United Nations declarations after World War II. We learned this centuries ago.”  — AP

Lech Walesa believes he will be freed from detention by March 13 and attending the christening of his daughter, and he will wave off a new ball beard when finally released. Solidarity’s chaplain said yesterday, “Given that date for the christening, he believes he will be free soon and for good,” the Rev. Henryk Jankowski said in an interview with The Associated Press following a three-hour meeting with Walesa. Jankowski said Walesa’s seventh child, a daughter born Jan. 27, was named Maria Victoria at Walesa’s wish and that she will be christened March 7 in Gdansk, Solidarity’s birthplace and Walesa’s hometown. “Walesa hopes to be free by that time,” the priest said. “If he is not, the christening will take place without him.” Church sources reported yesterday that the martial law authorities had turned down several proposals for Walesa to attend the christening. Jankowski made no reference to these proposals and did not say why Walesa believes he will be freed but said Walesa was still “enthusiastic” despite being held since Dec. 13 when martial law was imposed and Solidarity suspended. — AP

Junta President Jose Napoleon Duarte has urged Salvadorans, beleaguered by a bloody civil war between leftists and rightists, to “unite and act against an external threat.” In a televised address Monday night, Duarte also conceded leftist guerrillas “have committed military attacks considerably” in recent days. Duarte said they had more help from outside the country in their effort to overthrow his US-backed civilian military junta. “Again, I make a call on my compatriots without distinction to unite against the external threat,” Duarte said. Duarte did not specify the source of the threat. But his junta and the Reagan administration have claimed repeatedly that Cuba is funneling arms and aid through Nicaragua to the guerrillas. Both Nicaragua and Cuba deny official knowledge of any such activity. A military source said Monday night that a five-day army sweep against guerrillas in southeastern El Salvador ended successfully with at least 40 guerrillas killed and not a single government casualty. — AP

The judge in Wayne B. Williams’ murder trial in Atlanta ruled yesterday that defense lawyers will not be allowed to question the governor, former mayor and other officials about alleged political pressure to prosecute the defendant. Meanwhile, a freelance photographer testified that two prosecution witnesses may have mistaken him for Williams at the scene where a black teenager was found slain. The witness acknowledged he looks nothing like Williams but said, “We’re both black and we’re both photographers.” Superior Court Judge Clarence Cooper quashed defense witness' for Gov. George Busbee, former Mayor Maynard Jackson, former state Attorney General Arthur Bolton, Georgia Bureau of Investigation Director Phil Peters and Busbee’s chief legal aide, Charlie Ladier, as well. The quashing had been sought by attorneys for those named. — AP

Fifty-foot waves sink a Soviet freighter in the icy North Atlantic yesterday, leaving 35 dead or missing and raising the number of feared fatalities to 117 in the storm-lashed area in two days. The world’s biggest oil rig, the Ocean Ranger, capsized Monday 240 miles east of Newfoundland, leaving one man drowned and 83 missing and feared dead. Yesterday, the freighter Mehanik Taranov went down 65 miles further east. The Halifax Search and Rescue Center said 15 bodies were recovered from the freighter. 18 people were missing and four of five were rescued from the 1,202-ton container ship. It said two ships were hunting for survivors, that another ship and a plane were heading to the scene but that freezing conditions made it too dangerous for helicopters to fly and that more blinding snow was expected. The Mehanik Taranov, enroute from Trondheim, Norway, to Beaurpling, Quebec, had developed a 45-degree list overnight in 40 knot winds, heavy seas and freezing spray. Its cargo was not immediately known. — AP

Vice-President George Bush, returning into hostile union territory on behalf of the Reagan administration, declared yesterday that AFL-CIO leaders “are wrong to oppose us at every turn.” Bush met privately for the first time with the federation’s executive council amid tight security at the resort city of Bal Harbour, Florida. Emerging from the session, he told waiting reporters that he felt the nation’s major labor leaders had not given President Reagan’s economic policies a chance to work. Bush maintained that the leaders “don’t give the president credit,” for his program in inflation and declining interest rates. “We don’t like it, and I told them so,” the vice president said. On Monday, the top policy makers of the 1,800,000-member federation had won their own economic recovery plan entitled “An Alternative to Reagan’s Reagan.” Congress is urged to enact a special, progressive income surtax to fund any increases in fiscal 1983 defense spending. — AP

Misty and continued mild with rain gradually diminishing. High 60’s to low 70’s to near 80. Cloudy with a chance of showers tonight and tomorrow. Low tonight in the low to mid 60s. High tomorrow in the mid 60s to near 70. Chance of rain 70 percent today and 60 percent tonight. — AP
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Achieve your goals with us

Prudential is the largest multi-lines insurance company in America, and one of the largest financial institutions in the world. But that doesn’t mean that we’re only looking for business majors. There are plenty of opportunities for those in the sciences and liberal arts.

You see, our diversity and size enables us to offer careers in so many different fields that there’s always something that will interest you. With us you can grow while doing what you want to do. And if you should later decide that you’d like to explore another career path, you can make your career change within the company, or go on to another career. There’s no loss of accumulated experience or benefits, no worries about jobs, nothing to hold you back unless you’re looking for your personal career goals.

So, if you’re looking for a career, but are uncertain as to which career path to take, why not check out Prudential and achieve your goals with us.

Well be on campus Tuesday, March 9th

See the placement office to sign up for an interview, or send your resume to:

Prudential
5800 Canoga Avenue, Woodland Hills, CA 91367
An Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer
Q: Do you feel the lack of an opposing ticket indicates students disinterested in student government? A: After talking with several juniors I think a lot of it has to do with time constraints. They said they want their senior year for themselves. Several juniors who are class officers or on committees now have decided to stay with what they are doing rather than to take on another responsibility.

We are disappointed that we are running unopposed but its important to let students know we are enthusiastic by going out and getting their vote. Being SBP in a junior would allow me to channel all my efforts strictly towards the needs of the college rather than personal plans for the future.

I don't think it is true that students are apathetic. I think it has to do with students not having ideas. We want students to know what is going on but it is up to the individual. Everyone should have a chance but I would like to make sure everyone has the opportunity to get involved. For anyone who wants to run we can advise them how to do it.

What are your qualifications that will aide you in the responsibilities of Student Body President? A: In the past two years I think I have done a decent job as Sophomore Class President and Freshmen Council Chairman. I am willing to do the job and I think that is a good indication that I am ready for the responsibility. My experience on the Board of Governance allows me to see the procedure involved and I am familiar with the people and the system.

The general feedback so far has been very positive. The freshmen in particular have been very supportive because as sophomores we have closer contact with them. Juniors admitted to us that they are disappointed that no one in their class chose to run, but their feedback has not been negative.

Elaine, Beth and myself live in different dorms, have different majors, and several different interests so there is a lot of potential for bringing in a variety of ideas. We are going to be here for two more years so what we do now and next year is going to be important for ourselves as well as the students we are representing.
Apocaphyltic images

Scholar explores role of women

By Cindy Coldiron
Staff Reporter

Exploring how the images of women in the Apocalypse have affected women today and how they might be interpreted, New Testament scholar Adela Yarbro Collins spoke last night at Saint Mary's Carroll Hall.

Ms. Collins stated that one of the first things we notice in the Book of Revelation is "that women as actual historical figures are invisible with the exception of Jezebel." In reconstrcuting the actual Jezebel, she seems that she was a prophetess "who took a position on assimi­lation to pagan culture differently from the writer of the Apocalypse." By addressing her with the name of Jezebel, the author of Revelation chooses a particular way of disagree­ing with her.

Given that Jezebel in the Apocalypse is the only woman men­tioned and she is presented with the image of harlotry, that signifies that "a woman in the position of leader­ship is committing harlotry," stated Ms. Collins.

Reflecting on the significance of the group of the 144,000 people mentioned in Revelation who have reached salvation, Ms. Collins stated "that they are a specific number who sing a song that no one else has learned. Presumably they follow the lamb to his death and seem to be the martyrs." According to Collins, the Book of Revelation seems to be suggesting that "to be Christian you must be celibate and a martyr."

A variety of images are used for Jesus Christ, especially as the lamb because we expect this to be the image of sacrifice and vulnerability. "In other chapters we get the image of the lamb as a ram of Jesus Christ as a warrior" which makes the tradi­tional masculine image of power the image of salvation," Collins said.

Ms. Collins added that the Apocaphylptic writers were a world in which women are placed in two categories. "The one category is Jezebels and harlots or as pure brides Women have not been portrayed as complete individ­uals but as stereotypes of good and bad."

Stating that this image of women "was alternating and destructive for both women and men," Ms. Collins urged the audience to be critical of the text themselves and to see if the way that the text is used is justified.

TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:

1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
2. Send Five entries of two round trip economy airfare to the secret city. 30-day Euro pass for American Youth Hostel guests, two backpacks and $100 cash.
3. Enter only once per day, per phone number. Post a phone and ask for the sweepstakes. Not valid in Europe.
4. The first 1,000 correct respondents will receive a poster as an entry prize.
5. All entries must be received by 3/15/82. Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately.
6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be held 3/22/82 by a representative of the Secret City Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06852. A winner will be chosen at random from among all entries. Only one entry per household will be allowed.
7. Sweepstakes void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted. Entry blank must be legible and in English.

TO PLAY THE GAME:

Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each week in February. Make your answer in the blanks below each riddle. The letters with numbers below them correspond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you fill in the letters of the master key, you will be spelling the name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free.

CALESFN
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

WHAT AM I?

My medium is talk;
My highest art is alchemy,
My arsenal is patience,
My reservoir is history,
My discipline is conscience,
M y sword is chalk;
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
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M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
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M y highest art is alchemy,
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M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
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M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
M y highest art is alchemy,
My discipline is conscience,
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The Nestle boycott is a means of provoking change rather than an end in itself. The World Hunger Coalition of Notre Dame joins the American Public Health Association, the American Federation of Americans for a Fair Trade in medical news, to protest Nestle’s promotion of infant formulas that are marketed as booby traps for the health of millions of infants in the Third World. The boycott is a major issue in international commerce, and the professional ethics of those involved are critical. The aim of the boycott is to bring the issue of infant formulas to the attention of the public and to encourage consumers to choose products that are more ethical. The boycott is supported by many individuals and organizations worldwide. The Nestle boycott is not only a means of protest, but also a call to action to improve the lives of millions of infants in the Third World.
**SHOWCASE**
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**Tari Brown**

"How come, Simon?"

"I think next year that I might want to have a little privacy of my own."

"As why tell me?"

"You don't look very happy, Heades. I need someone to help me investigate possible rooms."

"Oh, Okay. Where do we start?"

"I made a list of rooms that I found in the classifieds."

"Great. Do you have a preference for size location, male or female dorm?"

"I don't have to worry about particulars."

"Right. Why don't we just take a look around?"

"Let's go."

Simon and I left the office and trekked through the study to O'kef Lyon Annex. There were we greeted by two of the quad's inhabitants, Maura Murphy and Mary Kay McDonald. Gladly obliging our request for a tour, Maura led us into the bedrooms. Simon spotted a strange appendage hanging from the ceiling radiator.

We taped a plastic cup to the radiator because the radiator drips in my roommate's face when we are asleep, Maura explained. Very interesting, we said.

What about noise? Simon asked uneasily. We have got carpet they could hear anything that anyone above them said, even whispers. The radiators bang a little. Like railroad cars, Mary Kay interjected. When the water pipes are just starting up, they run like a motor for forty-five minutes at a time. Sometimes it can "be heard like the wall or the radiator will explode, but outside of that, it's quite quiet."

Simon didn't look too pleased. Maura noticed and quickly pointed out the room's many advantages.

We have our own shower at the end of the hall. No huge lines in the morning. You have to keep the outside fan on so that you're shampoo won't freeze and steam up the mirror. If I were you, I would rather live in that empy McDonald's Quarter Pounder container than live in this room."

"That's okay. Let's try again."

"Are you sure? They say, three strikes and you're out."

"Let's try 228 Cavanaugh. It's closest to home."

Off we went to the North Quadr. I was hoping that this excursion would be less daunting than to Simon if not a little profitable. We were pleasantly surprised to find three roommates, Jim Wasilak, Phil Baty and Ken Johnson, who maintained an orderly and surprisingly attractive room. Unfortunately, my hopes faded with every minute spent there. Outside the room we could hear the bellowing echoes of voices in the stairwell, the dungholes of the waste and laundry chutes clanking that and a strange thumping noise. Upon questioning, they told us that the last texts of the section generally congregate outside their wall and rhythmically tap their fingers on the plaster.

Simon had started to do a bit of closer inspection and came upon some lamps on the wall by the baseboards. One of the roommates explained that they used to light the rooms. Originally, there had been two inches of flattened wall by the wall. They had chipped it away and repainted it but it was growing back. In grew there because the basement was right next door. That fact was an obvious by the visible presence of the fan and clouded glass directly outside their window.

**Second Scene to produce**

### Duel of Angels

**Doug Murphy**

as part of the series of Second Scene Productions on February 19 and 20

The play is being presented in celebration of the famous French dramatist Jean Giraudoux's 100th birthday.

Mary O'Neil, who plays Lucille in the drama, described it as "very challenging; a definite actor's play. It deals with people who are extra-ordinary, very French, and given to long, eloquent speeches. The cast is therefore challenged to present the play without letting it lapse into melodrama."

She added that "Giraudoux was a very romantic writer with a certain magical quality of fantasy in his plays. We are trying to evoke this sense here."

The plot revolves around a dramatic conflict developed between the characters Lucille and Paola. Lucille is the innocent; a girl so pure in mind and body that she can 'see evil' in other people in the form of little, slimy creatures on their bodies. Paola is very opposite; a figure of lust and promises. She tries, in the course of the drama, to inveigle Lucille and turn her from her innocent ways. The duel between them flares up when Paola creates a malicious lie, hoping to corrupt Lucille with guile and treachery.

Professor Reginald Bait, who directs the play, summed up its central idea as being "the conflict between a pure, saintly, ideal sort of person, trying to keep to herself and will remain a member of society, and the whole rest of society who won't leave her alone. Society sees her as a threat and despises her because of her very 'idealness'. In other words, the conflict is between purity and licentiousness."

"Talking about Second Scene Productions, he believes them to be a 'crucial outgrowth of the regular main stage productions. Second Scene gives everyone involved, from cast to director, a chance to work at something different and exciting to experience and benefit from different styles of drama.""
Courses everyone must pursue

and business and don't know where to go to try the University's newest accredited major program. Social harmony.

The following courses are required of S.S. majors and are recommended for all other major programs. This is only a list of first courses.

PHONE ANSWERING 101 (1 credit)

Emphasis is placed on distinguishing between the mouthpiece and the receiver. Also, answering in a pleasant tone of voice is practiced. Grade is based on performance when called unexpectedly in the middle of the night by the professor.

HANGING UP 102 (1 credit)
The proper way to hang up the cord should go. Not hanging up when called unexpectedly in the middle of the night by the professor.

Fundamentals of map reading are taught as well as practice in recognizing landmarks. Class will be held in a different location each week. Only 1 cut is permitted. Lab work will involve returning to own dorm from all points on campus at any time of the day or night.

MAKING FRIENDS 121 (3 credits)

Practice in holding comfortable conversations and being pleasant to other people. Emphasis on listening to others' problems and being able to relate your own problems. Also, the course stresses taking and giving advice and being honest. To be taken concurrently with KEEPING FRIENDS 13.

KEEPING FRIENDS 13 (3 credits)

Emphasis placed on understanding your friends and being able to work out problems that could ruin a friendship. Rumors are spread between friends to see if they can work things out. Stress is also not being overbearing with new friends and overspending welcome.

---

Trivia Quiz X
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No telltale surprises for 'Tale of the Tapes'

I can now reveal that since 1962 I have been secretly taping more than 50,000 telephone calls and conversations that took place in my principal place of business, the Square Office, so-called because of its shape.

Three conversations have been indexed by librarians and excerpts of them are being made available to the public. Historians, of course, will be able to read the full text of these conversations, which are considered to be so important a new source of information about the great progress of deterioration in the United States.

Excerpts of some of the most interesting tapes follow here.

Hello there (indistinguishable). I certainly hope so. Did you bring the (indistinguishable)?

Other: Yes. I think Wang. Friday by the latest.

Me: Have you bailed the wingle with Minglone?

Other: Nixon. Nixon and that fool (indistinguishable).

Me: Good. We'll see what you have that.

Other: Give my regards to (indistinguishable).

Me: To whom?

Other: To whom? (indistinguishable).

Me: Yes, thanks.

And I'm just so used to all this that it's difficult to anticipate how history will interpret these conversations in the light of what has happened since Yalta and Camp David.

The basic question is: What is all this? What will these conversations have any profound effect on our long term relations with China, and second, did my wife realize at the time, that I was having these conversations without her knowledge?

The second excerpt is considered by some to be, if anything, even more revealing.

Me: Hello.

Woman's voice: If you get a chance. Me: Yes.

Woman: It will? Not if I can help it, it won't.

Me: Ok. I get a chance.

---

Me: O.K. if I get a chance.

Other: Yes. I think Wingate... Friday by the latest.

Me: Good. We'll see that.

Other: Yes, 1 think Wingate... Friday by the latest.

---

Andy Rooney

Woman: (unrecognizable) You wouldn't dare say that if (indistinguishable) was around.

Me: What ever happened to (indistinguishable) anyway?

Third Voice: Howard Hunt certainly never did

Woman: Not if I can help it.

Me: What else? Lamb chops, broccoli and what else?

Other: Yes. I think Wingate... Friday by the latest.

Me: Have you braided the weblog with Minglone?

Third voice: And Howard Hunt, too.

Me: See you soon.

Many interpretations have been put on this conversation held in the Square Office. I believe the truth of the matter is that it was the day I had a flat tire in the driveway and took my wife's car without telling her and she was so mad she didn't go to the store for groceries. She called me to do the chores and while we were talking there was a crossed wire.

For several years I have been reading excerpts from recordings made at the Oval Office and I can make heads or tails out of them. The most important thing they reveal is how badly writers write dialogue. It doesn't sound anything like the way people really talk to each other because it's written worse.

Complete transcripts of the tapes made in my Square Office are available by writing to Tapes, Box (indistinguishable).
Sports Briefs

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is sponsoring an evening with track coach Ed Kelly. The presentation will be held in Howard Hall Chapel at 8:30 tonight. FCA promotes activities and coaches to hope that this will be shared with the larger community. All are invited. — The Observer

Jeff Logan and John Schmidt captain the Irish hockey team, will be the guests tonight on Speaking of Sports, tonight at midnight on WIND AM 640. — The Observer

Softball practice has begun for the Notre Dame women's team. This week's practice will be today and tomorrow at 9:30 p.m. in the ACC Fieldhouse. New members are welcome. For more information, contact Karen at 741-1. — The Observer

Cheerleader tryouts are coming up quickly. A mandatory meeting of all those interested in becoming a member of the Notre Dame Cheerleading Team will be held in the Lafayette Little Theater tonight at 7 p.m. Requirements, practice schedules, and other information will be discussed at this time. — The Observer

see BRIEFS page 9

The Observer will accept classifications Monday through Friday 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Classifications to appear in the next issue must be received by 3:00 p.m. the business day prior to insertion. All classifications will be printed, if available, either in person or through the mail.

all of my friends to make sure they show up at 8:30. I just want to be a little late so I get a chance to play in front of the home-town crowd."

...Grasseys

classifieds

continued from page 9

For the girl who likes to dance.

Somebody please call that Bay Bay for a couple of hours. You've got to make provisions. Please. Somebody else who also wants to be called Bay Bay.

Men and women, call our classified desk at 793-1080, and we'll make sure your message gets to the right people.

La Caja de Pahl

277-1080

It's your last call this week! Oh, 8—1 0. We're open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. from Tuesday through Saturday.

Your biggest
goodbyel...

The girl from the long black coat.

(half price)

In the coming days, one hundred dollars to the left of the name, one hundred dollars to the right of the name, one hundred dollars to the top of the name, one hundred dollars to the bottom of the name, one hundred dollars to the front of the name, one hundred dollars to the back of the name, and one hundred dollars to the right hand side of the name.

Mr. Hey's men's card... (and the EDDIE'S CONSTRUCTIONS)

Robert Daniel.

Hey, you're coming to the party on February 17th. That's a hint. Next year won't be as wonderful, you know.

Now that we've gotten enough, wardrobes...

REDS are REELS and BEAUTY is a COMPLIMENT to all FAYE WANTS to KNOW—WHO ARE YOU?...

Thanks to everyone who made Monday's party a success.

Mike for a sing along performance, Ceri, for setting up, and to all the other people who helped out.

Janet for participating in Cherokee.

Fred for the whole thing.

For your presence.

The System to cooperate.

The eyes you can do anything you want.

She helped out, and appreciated our help.

BIG RED

KING TA DAS DOLLATS CATCHES

LO BLACK and you kill.

TO THE DOLLATS (and the BIG RED)

What is RED and MEX and swear to be DEADARL Drummer...

To the girl who likes to dance.

Somebody please call that Bay Bay for a couple of hours. You've got to make provisions. Please. Somebody else who also wants to be called Bay Bay.

Men and women, call our classified desk at 793-1080, and we'll make sure your message gets to the right people.

La Caja de Pahl

277-1080

It's your last call this week! Oh, 8—1 0. We're open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. from Tuesday through Saturday.

Your biggest
goodbyel...

The girl from the long black coat.

(half price)

In the coming days, one hundred dollars to the left of the name, one hundred dollars to the right of the name, one hundred dollars to the top of the name, one hundred dollars to the bottom of the name, one hundred dollars to the front of the name, one hundred dollars to the back of the name, and one hundred dollars to the right hand side of the name.

Mr. Hey's men's card... (and the EDDIE'S CONSTRUCTIONS)

Robert Daniel.

Hey, you're coming to the party on February 17th. That's a hint. Next year won't be as wonderful, you know.

Now that we've gotten enough, wardrobes...

REDS are REELS and BEAUTY is a COMPLIMENT to all FAYE WANTS to KNOW—WHO ARE YOU?...

Thanks to everyone who made Monday's party a success.

Mike for a sing along performance, Ceri, for setting up, and to all the other people who helped out.

Janet for participating in Cherokee.

Fred for the whole thing.

She helped out, and appreciated our help.

BIG RED

KING TA DAS DOLLATS CATCHES

LO BLACK and you kill.
**GRASSEY**

"E verything I have heard has been arrange includes four matches plus a opener will be against Purdue April seem to be pretty much on track."

They're a good group and we want suppose I'll know about 50 people at school. But nothing is certain."

**Rugby**

elephant walk, and they address the seriousness of alcohol abuse, then I would see no problems.

"I'm very impressed with the people who have done the work."

"We've had snow removal, moving of lawns, home repairs; they've really done a remarkable job. We just have to be patient, we've got to be patient, that's why we've been building the dormitories, and they address the serious issue of alcohol abuse, then I would see no problems."
These days, instead of writing stories about the Notre Dame basketball team, Grassey is a member of the team.

Grassey, a 6'8" senior from Hackensack, N.J., vividly recalls the day that Coach Digger Phelps talked to him about playing for the Irish. "It was the day after the Bookstore Basketball finals last year," he remembers. "I saw Digger in the Sports Information Office (where Grassey works as a student assistant). He said, 'I'd like to talk to you about playing for us.' I thought he was joking. But I went into his office later and he explained what he wanted of 'the first estimate.'" Grassey has been driving. He was left with a dream realized.

"I have dreamed for a long time about being a Notre Dame basketball player," Grassey says. "I tried out for the team each of my three years, but I had resigned myself to the fact that I wasn't going to play. It took a whole for the realization to sink in."

Grassey was a good basketball player at Huntington High School in New York, but not good enough to play for a Division I school. He was recruited by 10 colleges coming out of high school, but never received a scholarship offer.

"I was recruited on the basis of potential, not past performance," Grassey says. "I don't even remember my high school statistics. There isn't much to remember."

Grassey considered attending other colleges, including a few Ivy League schools. "I might have been able to play four years at places such as Brown," he says, "but I decided to enroll at Notre Dame because I wanted a good education and a good basketball atmosphere. I never had any idea that I'd end up on this team. In fact, I thought my basketball career was over."

Just how did Grassey end up on the Notre Dame team? "I think it was a matter of being in the right place at the right time," he explains. "Digger needed a big man for practice. I knew from my first interview that I was a speedster. He respected me and knew that I'd give everything I have to the team."

The role of a walk-on is not easy. He must work hard at every practice, but doesn't participate in many games. Grassey knew this when he accepted Phelps' offer.

"There's not a whole lot of glory involved," he says. "I basically have to help the team in preparation for the opposing front lines, playing the types of defenses that our opponents play. It's a lot of work, but it's also very satisfying."

Phelps's not been disappointed with Grassey's contribution. "Gary gives 100 percent all of the time," Phelps says. "He's not as talented as many of our people, but he's a very hard worker."

Grassey has some comments about his ability as a basketball player. "I have no pretensions about being a starter or logging a lot of minutes," he says. "But my game has improved tremendously since I joined the team. I try to hold my own, and I don't back down. I know a lot more about the game now than I did before."

Grassey has been close to Notre Dame athletics for a long time. He started basketball at a very young age. "By asking good questions, he surmises. "By asking good questions, Gary now realizes that Grassey is also a reporter, and that he could take advantage of the privilege of privileged information."

Phelps claims that Grassey's situation is enviable. "He's got a few different perspectives on the situation," he says. "Gary is totally loyal to his team. He's not as talented as many of our people, but he's a very hard worker."

Grassey has a certain respect for his opponent. "I have no pretensions about being a starter or logging a lot of minutes," he says. "But my game has improved tremendously since I joined the team. I try to hold my own, and I don't back down. I know a lot more about the game now than I did before."

Grassey has been close to Notre Dame athletics for a long time. He started basketball at a very young age. "I have no pretensions about being a starter or logging a lot of minutes," he says. "But my game has improved tremendously since I joined the team. I try to hold my own, and I don't back down. I know a lot more about the game now than I did before."

Phelps explains. "There are certain things that happen behind the scenes, he is able to more fully understand the chemistry of a team. So much of this game is mental. A lot of it is involved."
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NBC cancels Irish-Wolverine BB game

By MICHAEL ORTMAN

NBC will not televise the March 7 Notre Dame-Michigan basketball game. The翁物再腕么うfor this decision. The Notre Dame sports information department confirmed yesterday that the game will not be televised by NBC.

The game, which is scheduled to be played at 7 p.m., is a Big Ten conference game and is expected to be a close contest. Notre Dame is currently 13-11 overall and 5-6 in the conference, while Michigan is 16-8 overall and 7-3 in the conference.

Notre Dame head coach Mike Brey said he was disappointed that the game will not be televised, but he understands the decision. "We were hoping for a national broadcast," Brey said. "But we respect the network's decision."

Notre Dame's next home game is March 14 against Penn State. The game is scheduled to be played at 7 p.m. and is expected to be a close contest. Notre Dame is currently 13-11 overall and 5-6 in the conference, while Penn State is 12-12 overall and 4-7 in the conference.

The game is expected to be a close contest, with both teams having strong defenses.
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